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Sermon Reflections    

Killjoys (Ecclesiastes 5:8-6:9) 

Summary:  Find joy in God’s good gifts through trust and contentment. 
 

1. An Insatiable Heart Ruins Joy (Ecclesiastes 5:8-12; 6:7-9) 

 Oppression in our world may be evil, but we should not be surprised at this. Why not? What 

oppressions do you see in our time, and are there any ways you contribute to oppression or 

that you have been oppressed? 

 The Preacher says, “He who loves money will not be satisfied with money.” Why is this so? 

(Consider how Ecclesiastes 6:7-9 might provide the answer.) Can you recall a time or occasion 

when you experienced this? If so, what was capturing your heart and why?   

 Elaborate on the principle that Solomon lays out in Ecclesiastes 6:7. Why do the continual 

wanderings of our appetites and desires undercut our joys in this life? Can you think of some 

good gifts from God, right before you, that your wandering heart has missed or neglected? 

How can you guard your heart from wandering and instead move toward contentment?   

2. An Eventual Death Extinguishes Joy (Ecclesiastes 5:13-17; 6:1-6)   

 Solomon notes in verse 13 that “Riches were kept by their owner to his hurt.” Why is this? 

Have you ever experienced hurt or pain by hoarding money or resources? Describe what 

happened. 

 Looking to Ecclesiastes 5:15-16, why can our security never be found in riches? Compare these 

comments with what Paul says in 1 Timothy 6:6-8. What should our outlook on riches actually 

be and how can we foster that in our hearts?  

 Name some different ways God might withhold the ability from someone to enjoy “wealth, 

possessions, and honor.” Which of these are you most concerned about? Why? 

3. A Trusting Contentment Finds Joy in God’s Blessings (Ecclesiastes 5:18-20) 

 Why do we neglect the good gifts that God does give? What good gifts from Him have you 

ignored? 

 Is Solomon advocating for pure hedonism? Why not? How do you know?  

 Review 1 Timothy 4:1-4. What should be our outlook on joy in this life? How should we respond to 

God’s good gifts and what might that look like in your life?  

 Finally, what if the bad circumstances in your life have clouded or eclipsed anything good? Can we 

find joy and contentment, then? If so, how? (See Romans 8:31-39 and Philippians 4:11-13).  

 How can you foster joy and contentment in the hearts of your brothers and sisters at Grace?   


